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Parities: country-product-dummy (CPD) method to generate price parities, 5; decentralized computing of international, 141–42; making bilateral parities transitive, 134–39; Törnqvist multilateral system of, 173. See also Purchasing power parity (PPP)

Penn World Tables, 1, 479–80

Per capita concept, 480, 482

Perron-Frobenius theorem, 56

Pharmaceutical firms: differences in functions, 382–83; employment (1975–90), 389, 392t; incentives in biased regulation for, 376–78; investment in R&D, 383

Pharmaceutical industry: cross-country comparison of investment in (1975–90), 400–403; heterogeneity of products in, 381–82; multifactor productivity growth, 403, 406–411, 417–18; price indexes used for productivity measurement in, 384–400
Pharmaceutical price indexes: Divisia country-specific indexes, 414; Fisher cross-national index, 413


Pharmacy benefit management companies, United States, 375

Price indexes: bilateral, 167; chronologically chained, 110; fixed-base-price index, 110; GDP, PPI, and Divisia pharmaceutical price indexes, 384–85; interarea, 137–39; for measurement of productivity, 383; multilateral place-to-place, 5; need for U.S. area, 167–69; for pharmaceutical industry productivity, 383–86, 413–14; using country-product-dummy regression to construct interarea, 178; using CPD method to construct place-to-place, 133. See also Pharmaceutical price indexes

Price levels: Brazilian interarea, 220–21; for ICP broad product groups in OECD countries, 457–59; for individual products and services in OECD countries, 459–63, 467–73t; international differences in service and goods, 463; link with wage dispersion of GDP levels, 456–57; measures in OECD countries for, 456; measures of pharmaceutical price inflation (1980–91), 383–87; using CPD method to estimate interarea, 216–21

Price regulation: forms in France, Italy, United Kingdom, Germany, United States, 373–75; in France and Italy, 374; of pharmaceuticals in United Kingdom, 374

Prices: alternative Brazilian price-level calculations, 220–25; Brazilian interarea levels, 214–20, 223–29; in ECP Group II countries, 241; granted by biased regulation, 376–77; multilateral price measurement, 129–33; relative prices in Brazil, Mexico, France, and United States, 285–87. See also Price indexes; Price levels


Productivity, manufacturing: comparison of East European prices and productivity, 333–40; industry-of-origin method compared to expenditure method, 331–33

Productivity, pharmaceutical industry: cross-national comparisons, 385, 387–400; price indexes for, 384–86; problems of measurement in pharmaceutical industry, 380–83

Purchasing power parity (PPP): defined, 279; derived for Brazil, Mexico, France, and United States, 279–80, 285–87, 297–310; Eurostat classification for medical and health care goods, 233–38. See also Unit value ratios (UVRs)

Quality adjustment: Brazil/United States, Mexico/United States transportation services, 323; hedonic regression for, 172–73, 199–203; for local area labor services, 178–79; road freight transportation, 323–24; Romanian and Moldavian markets, 267–68

Regulation: theory and measurement issues in

Representativity principle: of PPP classes of products, 233–34

Research and development (R&D), pharmaceutical industry, 383, 403, 405t

Scope's method, 25

Spanning trees: in chaining methods, 109–10; edge in, 110; function of, 110; minimum spanning tree (MST), 109–11, 117–19; shortest path (SP) method, 110–11, 113–16; star spanning tree, 110–11; string spanning tree, 110

Standard of living (SL): as current material well-being, 482, 494–98

Star spanning tree, 110–11, 117–19

Star systems: defined, 91; Fisher, 91

Technology: in embodiment hypothesis, 451; as factor in productivity gain, 451

Törnqvist multilateral (transitive) systems: of bilateral compensation index numbers, 177–78; of bilateral index numbers, 128–29

Trade theory: Heckscher-Ohlin (HO) model, 420; increasing internal returns to scale (IIRS), 420–21

Transitivity: across several aggregation levels, 131–33; adjustment of data to satisfy, 135–37; effect on drift, 141; making bilateral parities system transitive, 134–39; time series/cross-sectional, 141; of Törnqvist multilateral systems, 128–29, 177–78, 205. See also Circularity

Transportation services: comparisons of Brazilian, Mexican, French, and American, 287–310, 311–13t; quality adjustment in Brazil/United States and Mexico/United States, 323


Unit value ratios (UVRs): for manufacturing in four East European countries (1987–93), 334–35

Value added: double deflation in measurement of, 324; pharmaceutical industry (1970–90), 389–400

Wage dispersion: influence in OECD countries, 476–77; measures in OECD countries, 454–56; price levels for broad product groups in OECD countries, 457–60; price levels for individual products and services, in OECD countries, 459–63; trends in OECD countries, 476–77

Wage indexes: interarea differentials, 186–43

Well-being: concept of, 480–82, 500; concept of current material, 480–82, 494–95, 500; measurement of inequality of material well-being, 489–90; nonmaterial, 500
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Books of Related Interest

**Labor Statistics Measurement Issues**  
*Edited by John Haltiwanger, Marilyn E. Manser, and Robert Topel*

Rapidly changing technology, the globalization of markets, and the declining role of unions are just some of the factors that have led to dramatic changes in working conditions in the United States. While these changes have been studied, little attention has been paid to the difficult measurement problems underlying analysis of the labor market. *Labor Statistics Measurement Issues* helps to fill this gap by exploring key theoretical and practical issues in the measurement of employment, wages, and workplace practices.

Through a wide variety of rich data and an exceptional representation of scholars, this important and useful book will find a large audience among labor economists and consumers of labor statistics.  
NBER Studies in Income and Wealth, Volume 60

**Geography and Ownership as Bases for Economic Accounting**  
*Edited by Robert E. Baldwin, Robert E. Lipsey, and I. David Richardson*

*Geography and Ownership as Bases for Economic Accounting* provides a forum for leading specialists in trade and international economics to explore whether changes in the world economy have increased the usefulness of economic accounts drawn up on the basis of ownership rather than geography. The papers in this volume suggest that ownership-based accounts are helpful in understanding trade and financial transactions among globalized enterprises. Individual chapters emphasize this perspective through construction of alternate accounts, studies of individual countries, and studies of foreign direct investment and its relation to national economies.

*Geography and Ownership as Bases for Economic Accounting* gives trade and international economists the data and resources to renew discussion of this timely issue.  
NBER Studies in Income and Wealth, Volume 59
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